In Larry Hogan, Governor | Tim Smith, P.E., Gregory Slater, Worcester County, and regulations about collecting fines from addenda to prohibitions governing special event zones in instructions to drivers who overtake and pass bicyclists, zones on MDOT SHA rights of way. MDOT SHA did not take suddenly happens that we didn't expect," says Mitch. "We "There may be a 'fire drill,' an instance when something get tiresome. But we can't weigh in without your help." That might lead us to call you several times. We know it can management and SMEs to review things," says Sam. "It's "We send hundreds of requests each year for senior Manager Mitch Baldwin.

markups, we need to provide details to guide members of the House bills affecting the work that we do COVID-19 pandemic, but one thing Assembly will soon convene in an The 2021 Maryland General Session Beckons

major projects in every district across Maryland. year that just of the unusual two hallmarks to carry their desks staff leaving masks and workers in a Pandemic Year and showing how successful a five-year plan to make our us to accomplish this," says Kandese. "Perfecting that PSAP number of incidents and deaths. Vision Zero Plan. comprehensive Statewide planning efforts like PSAP and installed a pedestrian beacon. Efforts like these are part of upgraded existing crosswalks and installed new ones, making during peak hours. MDOT SHA, in partnership with MCDOT, District 3's design and construction of pedestrian safety that jeopardize safety. Sometimes danger to pedestrians leads MDOT SHA to fast green to make cyclists more visible and reduce the chance of track the improvement of road features. After a teenager lost

The creators of Northbound, the ambitious new plan that move us from good to great. Northbound Ten initiatives in upcoming newsletters. Thank treatments and initiatives are taking place, has created a Vision modes of transportation. concerns expressed by communities and customers using all and initiatives will be coordinated under one umbrella to hopes of decreasing road-related fatalities. The Plan intends presented while undertaking the initiative.

A new year also brings new opportunities to move onward and large family gatherings. We can't give up now! Make washing our hands, staying six feet apart and avoiding crowds home if we can, combining trips to the store, wearing a mask, forget to continue to do your part and "Keep Your Guard Up" holiday and that you took some time to relax and rejuvenate. Happy New Year! I hope you and yours had a wonderful Same Mission
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Same Mission